ULTIMA RADIO
With their variety of sounds, ranging from Alternative, Crossover, Progressive to Post Rock,
Ultima Radio are trying to overcome the limits of typical genres, intending to find their very
own style. After a successful demonstration of their potential versatility on their debut-album “A Thousand Shapes”, they presented a much more consistent sound on their second
album “Dusk City”. The band’s third album “Sleep Panic Repeat”, which came to life during
the COVID-19 pandemic, is now expanding that sound with another dark and powerful
piece of music.
„‘Dusk City‘ is insane, in terms of
dynamic, content, songwriting and
emotions.”
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„Intelligent music with profound
sounds, clear statements and crazy
experiments.”
(Michael Breuer, RockTimes)
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„…currently one of the most exciting bands of Austria…”
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The five members from Graz united in 2014, followed by their self-titled EP. After two collaborations with the Austrian Bands Witchrider (Reciprocity-Split, released under Fuzzorama) and Colours of Monochrome (Mapale-Split), the band released their debut-album
“A Thousand Shapes” in September 2017 under the Austrian label Panta R&E. In October
2019, their second album “Dusk City” was released, which attracted considerable attention
with the underlying concept of the collapsing metropolis together with its critical display
and received much praise by many critics (Slam Magazine, Stormbringer, RockTimes, Kleine
Zeitung, FM4, Soundportal, Stoned Meadow of Doom etc.). In November 2021, they also
released a session video of their song “Hunt”, which was produced and performed together
with the Austrian band “Cadû”. The band released their third album “Sleep Panic Repeat” in
May 2022, which, influenced by the ongoing pandemic, is their most forceful and darkest
album to date. Whereas the previous albums used to follow a rather versatile approach,
“Sleep Panic Repeat” takes a deliberate step towards impressive simplicity. Heavy guitars
combined with catchy vocals produce a powerful and memorable musical experience.
„Passionately orchestrated, clean but not sterile, this is how the world is collapsing here.”
(Michael Setzer, Visions)

„Ultima Radio sound like themselves, which is a trick that many bands still haven’t figured
out after decades of activity.”
(Hal C. F. Astell, Apocalypse Later)
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